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Abstract

Based on the ratio of two block maxima, we propose a large sample test for the

length of memory of a stationary symmetric α-stable discrete parameter random field.

We show that the power function converges to one as the sample-size increases to

infinity under various classes of alternatives having longer memory in the sense of [22].

Ergodic theory of nonsingular Zd-actions play a very important role in the design and

analysis of our large sample test.
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1 Introduction and Preliminaries

A random field X = {X(t), t ∈ Zd} is called a stationary, symmetric α-stable (SαS) ran-

dom field if every finite linear combination ∑k
i=1 aiXti+s is an SαS random variable whose

distribution does not depend on s. Here we shall consider the non-Gaussian case (i.e.,

0 < α < 2) unless mentioned otherwise.

Long range dependence is a very important property that has been observed in many

real-life processes. By long range dependence of the the random field X, we mean the

dependence between the observations X(t) which are far separated in t. This concept

was introduced in order to study the measurements of the water flow in Nile river by

famous British hydrologist Hurst (see [8] and [9]). In literature, several definitions of long

range dependence are available. For a detailed discussion on long range dependence, we

refer to [23] and the references therein.

In a seminal work [22], the notion of long memory for a stationary SαS random process

has been introduced based on a dichotomy in long run behavior of the partial maxima. A

partition of the underlying parameter space (formally defined later) has been suggested
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in the aforementioned reference which causes the dichotomy. This dichotomy has been

studied for d ≥ 2 in [21]. Phase transitions in many other probabilistic features of stationary

SαS random fields have been connected to the same partition of the parameter space; see

e.g., [14], [16], [20], [6].

The fact that the law of X is invariant under the group action of shift transformation

on the index set Zd (stationarity) and certain rigidity properties of Lα spaces (0 < α < 2)
are used in [18] (for d = 1) and [19] (for d ≥ 2) to show that there always exists an integral

representation of the form

X(t) d= ∫
E

at(x)(dm ○ φt

dm
(x))1/αf ○ φt(x)M(dx), (1.1)

where M is an SαS random measure on a standard Borel space (E,E) with σ-finite control

measure m, f ∈ Lα(E,m) (a deterministic function), {φt} is a non-singular Z
d-action

on (E,m) (i.e., each φt ∶ E → E is measurable and invertible, φ0 is the identity map,

φt1 ○ φt2 = φt1+t2 for all t1, t2 ∈ Zd and each m ○ φ−1t is an equivalent measure of m) and

{ct} is a measurable cocycle for the nonsingular action {φt} taking values in {+1,−1}
(i.e., each ct ∶ E → {+1,−1} is measurable map such that for all t1, t2 ∈ Zd, ct1+t2(x) =
ct2(x)ct1(φt2(x)) for all x ∈ E).

As a stationary SαS random field can be uniquely specified in terms of a function in

Lα(E,m), a nonsingular action and a cocycle, we consider the following parameter space

for a stationary SαS random field

Θ = {(f,{φt},{ct}) ∶ f ∈ Lα(E,m),{φt} is a nonsingular action, {ct} is a cocycle}.
(1.2)

Now based on the nonsingular action, we can get a decomposition of E (into two subsets)

which is known as Hopf decomposition as described below. A set W is called a wandering

set for the nonsingular Z
d-action {φt} on (E,m) if {φt(W ) ∶ t ∈ Zd} is pairwise disjoint

collection of subsets of E. Following Proposition 1.6.1 in [1], we get that E can be decom-

posed into two disjoint and invariant (with respect to {φt}) subsets C and D such that

for some wandering set W ⊂ E, D = ∪t∈Zdφt(W ) and C does not have any wandering set

of positive measure. C and D are called the conservative and dissipative parts of {φt},
respectively. If E = C, then we call the nonsingular Zd-action {φt} conservative. If E = D,
then {φt} is called dissipative.

Following [18], [19] and [21], and denoting the integrand in (1.1) by ft(x),
X(t) d= ∫

C
ft(x)M(dx) + ∫

D
ft(x)M(dx) =∶XC(t) +XD(t), t ∈ Zd, (1.3)

where XC = {XC(t), t ∈ Zd} and XD = {XD(t), t ∈ Zd} are two independent stationary

SαS random field generated by conservative and dissipative nonsingular Z
d-actions, re-

spectively. It is important to note that the stationary SαS random field generated by a
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dissipative nonsingular Z
d-action admits mixed moving average representation (see [26]

and (1.7) below).

Based on the notion of partial block maxima, it has been established in [22] and [21]

that stationary SαS random fields generated by conservative actions have longer memory

than those generated by a nonsingular action with a non trivial dissipative part. This has

formalized the intuition that “conservative action keeps coming back” (i.e., same value of

the random measure M contributes to the observations X(t) which are far separated in

t) and hence induces longer memory. Let for all n ∈ N,
Box(n) = {j = (j1, . . . , jd) ∈ Zd ∶ ∣ji∣ ≤ n for 1 ≤ i ≤ d} (1.4)

be the block containing the origin with size (2n + 1)d in Z
d. We define the partial block

maxima for the stationary SαS random field X as

Mn = max
j∈Box(n)

∣X(j)∣, n ∈ N.
The asymptotic behaviour of the partial block maxima Mn is related to the determin-

istic sequence

Bn = (∫
E

max
j∈Box(n)

∣fj(x)∣αm(dx))
1/α

. (1.5)

Note that by Corollary 4.4.6 of [24], Bn is completely specified by the parameters associated

to the SαS random field and does not depend on the choice of the integral representation.

We shall recall the results on rate of growth of {Bn} from [21] (Proposition 4.1). It is

expected that the rate of growth of Bn will be slower if the underlying group action is

conservative. Indeed, if {φt ∶ t ∈ Zd} is conservative, then
lim
n→∞

1

(2n + 1)d/αBn = 0. (1.6)

In the other case, we need the mixed moving average representation to describe the limit.

A stable random field is called a mixed moving average (see [26]) if it is of the form

X
d=
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩∫W×Zd

f(u, s − t)M(du,d s) ∶ t ∈ Zd
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭, (1.7)

where f ∈ Lα(W ×Zd, ν ⊗ l), l is the counting measure on Z
d, ν is a σ-finite measure on a

standard Borel space (W,W) and the control measure m of M equals ν ⊗ l. It was shown
in [18], [19] and [21] that a stationary SαS random field is generated by a dissipative action

if and only if it is a mixed moving average with the integral representation (1.7). In this
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case,

lim
n→∞

1

(2n + 1)d/αBn = (∫
W
(g(u))αν(du))1/α ∈ (0,∞), (1.8)

where for every u ∈W
g(u) =max

s∈Zd
∣f(u, s)∣. (1.9)

We shall denote the right hand side of (1.8) by KX which depends solely on X and not

on the integral representation.

Using the above facts, it has been established that, if the SαS random field is not

generated by the conservative action then

(2n + 1)−d/αMn⇒ C1/α
α KXZα, (1.10)

where KX is as above, Zα is a standard Fréchet(α) random variable with distribution

function

P(Zα ≤ z) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
e−z

−α
if z > 0,

0 if z ≤ 0,
and

Cα = (∫ ∞

0

x−α sinxdx) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

1−α
Γ(2−α) cos(πα/2) if α ≠ 1,
2

π
if α = 1. (1.11)

On the other hand, if the underlying group action is conservative then

(2n + 1)−d/αMn
pÐ→ 0. (1.12)

See Theorem 4.3 in [21] and Theorem 4.1 in [22].

Note that the dichotomy between (1.10) and (1.12) can be justified by the intuitive

reasoning that the longer memory prevents erratic changes in Xt causing the maxima to

grow slower. In Gaussian case, this phenomenon occurs in the form of comparison lemma;

see, e.g., Corollary 4.2.3 in [13].

The effect of a transition from conservative to dissipative actions has been investigated

for various other features of stationary SαS random fields. For example, the ruin probabil-

ity of negative drifted random walk with steps from a stationary ergodic stable processes,

has been studied in [14]. It has been observed that the ruin is more likely if the group

action is conservative. The point processes associated to a stationary SαS random field

is analysed in [16] (for d = 1) and [20] (for d ≥ 2). It is observed that the point process

converges weakly to a Poisson cluster process if the group action is not conservative and

in the conservative case, it does not remain tight due to presence of clustering. The large
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deviations issues for point process convergence has been addressed in [6], where different

large deviation behavior is observed depending on the ergodic theoretic properties of the

underlying nonsingular actions.

Stationary SαS random fields have also been studied from statistical perspective (see

[24], [11], [10]). Different inference problems associated to the long range dependence for

finite and infinite variance processes has been addressed in the literature; see for example,

[5], [25], [15], [7], [3], [2], [17] and references therein. There are real-life data such as

teletraffic data ([4]) which exhibits heavy-tail phenomenon and long range dependence.

Motivated by all these works, the decomposition of the parameter space suggested in [21]

and its effect on various probabilistic aspects of SαS random fields, a natural question

comes in mind: is it possible to design a hypothesis testing problem which will detect the

presence of long memory in the observed stationary SαS random field? In the following

paragraph, we formulate the problem.

Motivated by [22] and [21] and the other related works mentioned above, we shall

consider the following decomposition of the parameter space Θ into Θ0 and Θ1. We define

Θ1 as

Θ1 = {(f,{φt},{ct}) ∈ Θ ∶ {φt} is conservative} (1.13)

and Θ0 = Θ ∖Θ1. In this article, our aim is to design a large sample statistical test for

testing

H0 ∶ θ ∈ Θ0 against H1 ∶ θ ∈ Θ1 (1.14)

where θ = (f,{φt},{ct}) is the parameter associated to the observed stationary SαS ran-

dom field defined by (1.1).

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we shall present a large sample test

(based on the ratio of two appropriately scaled block maxima) for testing H0 vs. H1 along

with its asymptotics under both null and alternative. In particular, our test will become

consistent for a reasonably broad class of alternatives. Examples of such alternatives are

given in Section 3 along with a numerical experiment. Finally, proofs of our results are

discussed in Section 4.

2 Proposed Large Sample Test Based on Block Maxima

Let {ei ∶ 1 ≤ i ≤ d} be the d unit vectors in Z
d such that the ith component of ei is 1 and

the other components are 0. Let

Un = (2n + 1)−d/α max
j∈Box(n)

∣X(j)∣
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and

Vn = (2[n̺] + 1)−d/α max
j∈(2n+[n̺])e1+Box([n̺])

∣X(j)∣.
In other words, Un is the properly scaled block maxima for Box(n) containing origin as

the centre and Vn is the properly scaled block maxima for shifted Box([n̺]) whose centre
is sufficiently separated from Box(n). To test the hypotheses (1.14), we define the test

statistic Tn as the ratio of two partial block maxima Un and Vn, that is

Tn = Un

Vn

= (2[n̺] + 1
2n + 1 )

d/α maxj∈Box(n) ∣X(j)∣
maxj∈(2n+[n̺])e1+Box([n̺]) ∣X(j)∣ .

We shall derive the weak limit of the test statistic Tn under the null hypothesis with the

help of following theorem.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the stationary SαS random field X is generated by a non-

conservative action and hence the dissipative part XD admits a non-trivial moving average

representation (1.7), then

(Un, Vn)⇒ (Y1, Y2), (2.1)

where Yi’s are independent copies of Y with distribution function

P(Y ≤ y) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
exp{ −CαK

α
Xy−α} if y > 0,

0 if y ≤ 0.
(2.2)

and Cα defined in (1.11).

Corollary 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, Tn⇒ T where T has the distribu-

tion function

FT (t) ∶= P(T ≤ t) = 1

1 + t−α . (2.3)

Proof of Corollary 2.2. Using continuous mapping theorem and the fact that Y2 > 0 almost

surely, we get that

Tn ⇒ T ∶= Y1

Y2

. (2.4)

The distribution of T will be derived using the joint distribution of Y1 and Y2. It is clear

that, the joint probability density function is

hY1,Y2
(y1, y2) = (CαK

α
Xα)2(y1y2)−α−1e−CαK

α
X
(y−α

1
+y−α

2
), y1, y2 > 0.

We follow standard substitution procedure by putting t = y1y−12 and v = y2 which in turn

gives us y1 = tv and y2 = v. It is very easy to check that the associated modulus of Jacobian
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of transformation is v as v > 0. Hence we get the joint distribution of (T,Y2) as
hT,Y2

(t, y2) = (αCαK
α
X)2t−α−1y−2α−12 e−CαK

α
X
y−α
2
(1+t−α), t > 0, y2 > 0.

Now to get the distribution of T , we have to integrate on the whole range for y2. Again

using standard substitution

z = y−α2 (1 + t−α)CαK
α
X

we get that

hT (t) = α t−α−1

(1 + t−α)2 ∫
∞

0

z2−1e−z d z

= αt−α−1

(1 + t−α)2 , t > 0. (2.5)

Hence it is easy to see that (2.3) holds for all t > 0.
We want to compute τβ such that P(T < τβ) = β. An easy computation yields that,

τβ = ( β

1 − β)
1/α

. (2.6)

The following theorem gives the asymptotics for the test statistic Tn for a very broad

class of alternatives.

Theorem 2.3. Let X be generated by a conservative Z
d-action {φt}. If there exists an

increasing sequence of positive real numbers, {dn} such that

dn = nd/α−ηL(n), (2.7)

where 0 < η ≤ d/α and L(n) is a slowly varying function of n and {d−1n Mn}n≥1 and

{dnM−1
n }n≥1 are tight sequences of random variables, then we have

Tn
pÐ→ 0.

So we reject the null hypothesis H0 against the class of alternatives considered in The-

orem 2.3, if Tn < τβ. This gives a large sample level-β test for H0 against H1. Theorem 2.3

ensures that such a test is consistent. In the following section, we shall discuss some ex-

amples which satisfy the conditions stated in above theorem. We also derive the empirical

power in sub-Gaussian case based on a numerical experiment.

3 Important Classes of Alternatives

In this section, we present a few important examples from the alternative which satisfy

the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3 and hence our test becomes consistent.
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Example 3.1. We shall first review the basic notions and notations from [21]. Note that

the group R = {φt ∶ t ∈ Zd} of invertible non-singular transformations on (E,m) is a finitely

generated abelian group. Define the group homomorphism

Φ ∶ Zd → R

such that Φ(t) = φt for all t ∈ Zd. The kernel of this group homomorphism is ker(Φ) = {t ∈
Z
d ∶ φt = idE} where idE denotes the identity map on E. Being a subgroup of Zd, ker(Φ)

is a free abelian group. By first isomorphism theorem of groups, we have

R ≃ Zd/ker(Φ).
Because of structure theorem for finitely generated abelian groups (Theorem 8.5 in [12]),

R can be written as the direct sum of a free abelian group F̄ (the free part) and a finite

abelian group N̄ (the torsion part). So we get

R = F̄ ⊕ N̄ .

We assume that 1 ≤ rank(F̄ ) = p < d. Since F̄ is free, there exists an injective group

homomorphism

Ψ ∶ F̄ → Z
d

such that Φ ○Ψ = idF̄ . Clearly F = Ψ(F̄ ) is a free subgroup of Zd of rank p.

F should be regarded as the effective index set and its rank p becomes the effective

dimension of the random field. It was shown in [21] that

1

(2n + 1)p/αMn ⇒
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
CXZα if {φt}t∈F is not conservative,

0 if {φt}t∈F is conservative.

In the above setup, if 1 ≤ p < d, and {φt}t∈Zd is not conservative, then using Theorem

2.3 with dn = (2n + 1)p/α, we get that

Tn
pÐ→ 0

as n→∞. In particular, the level-β test that rejects when Tn < τβ is consistent.

Example 3.2. We consider a stationary SαS random field indexed by Z
2, with the Z2 action

{φ(i,j)}(i,j)∈Z2 on E = R given by

φ(i,j)(x) = x + i + j√2, x ∈ R
with m as Lebesgue measure on R. From Example 6.3 in [21], it is clear that

1

n1/α
Mn ⇒ ((1 +√2)Cα)1/αZα.
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Hence Theorem 2.3 with dn = n1/α applies and we get

Tn
pÐ→ 0

as n→∞. So the test rejects the null hypothesis H0 if Tn < τβ is consistent.

Example 3.3. Consider a random field which has an integral representation of the following

form

X(j) = ∫
RZd

gj dM, j ∈ Zd (3.1)

where M is an SαS random measure on R
Z
d

whose control measure m is a probability

measure under which the projections gj ∶ j ∈ Zd are i.i.d. random variables with finite

absolute αth moment.

First we consider the case where under m, {gj ∶ j ∈ Zd} is i.i.d. positive Pareto random

variables with

m(g0 > x) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
x−γ if x ≥ 1,
1 if x < 1.

for some γ > α. From Example 6.1 in [21], we get that

Bn ∼ c1/αp,γ 2
d/γnd/γ as n→∞

for some positive constant cp,γ and B−1n Mn converges weakly to Frechét random variable.

So Theorem 2.3 applies with dn = nd/γ and we get

Tn
pÐ→ 0

as n→∞. Hence the level-β test rejects H0 when Tn < τβ, is consistent.
Now we consider the special case where under m, {gj ∶ j ∈ Zd} is a sequence of i.i.d.

standard normal random variables. Then {Xj}j∈Zd has the same distribution as the process

{cαA1/2Gj}j∈Zd , where Gj’s are i.i.d. standard Gaussian random variables, A is a positive

α/2-stable random variable independent of {Gj ∶ j ∈ Zd} with Laplace transform E(e−tA) =
e−t

α/2
and cα = √2(E(∣G0∣α))1/α; see section 3.7 in [24]. Then from Example 6.1 in [21],

we get that

Bn ∼√2d log 2n

such that

B−1n Mn ⇒ A1/2,

which is a positive random variable.
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So we can apply Theorem 2.3 with dn =√2d log 2n and obtain

Tn
pÐ→ 0

as n→∞. Hence level-β test that rejects H0 if Tn < τβ is consistent .

3.1 Numerical Experiment

In the following simulation, we shall discuss the empirical power of the test for a sub-

Gaussian random field indexed by Z
2. We shall see that the empirical power increases as

n becomes large. Based on the following tables, we shall suggest a relation between the

value of ̺ and α that influences the empirical power.

̺ α = .7 α = .9 α = 1.1
n = 80 n = 90 n = 100 n = 80 n = 90 n = 100 n = 80 n = 90 n = 100

0.61 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0.62 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0.63 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0.64 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0.65 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0.66 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0.67 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.9975 1 1

0.68 1 1 1 0.9975 1 1 0.9950 1 1

0.69 1 1 1 0.9975 1 1 0.9850 1 0.9975

0.70 1 1 1 0.9875 0.9975 1 0.9600 0.9975 0.9900

Table 1: Empirical power for α = 0.7,0.9 and 1.1.

̺ α = 1.3 α = 1.5 α = 1.7
n = 80 n = 90 n = 100 n = 80 n = 90 n = 100 n = 80 n = 90 n = 100

0.61 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0.62 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.9975

0.63 1 1 1 0.9975 1 1 1 1 0.995

0.64 1 1 1 0.9975 1 1 0.9925 1 0.995

0.65 1 1 1 0.9925 1 1 0.9875 0.9925 0.9975

0.66 1 1 1 0.995 1 0.995 0.9650 0.9725 0.9875

0.67 1 1 1 0.9700 0.9825 0.9975 0.9125 0.9825 1

0.68 0.9750 0.9875 0.9875 0.9325 0.9650 0.9925 0.8700 0.9300 0.9575

0.69 0.9500 0.9575 0.9875 0.8825 0.9150 0.9600 0.7625 0.8925 0.9175

0.70 0.8775 0.9375 0.9775 0.7625 0.8650 0.9375 0.6800 0.8125 0.8725

Table 2: Empirical power for α = 1.3,1.5 and 1.7.
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It is clear from the above tables that if we use small values of ̺, then the rejection will

be very frequent and hence power will be very high for each fixed α. On the other hand,

a large value of ̺ results in fewer rejection and so power decreases for a fixed α. Observe

that the empirical power decreases as α increases for every fixed ̺. So it seems that we

need to choose a smaller value of ̺ as α increases. So there is an inverse relation between

̺ and α. Hence the choice of ̺ is not uniform in α. Note that as n increases, the empirical

power increases to 1 for all values of ̺ and α confirming the consistency of the proposed

test.

4 Proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3

4.1 Proof of Theorem 2.1

Proof of 2.1. Without loss of generality, we shall assume that X admits moving average

representation. This is because under our hypothesis, we can use the decomposition (1.3)

with a non-trivial dissipative part and the conservative part does not contribute to the

maxima after scaling. In particular, this means that

X(j) = ∫
W
∫
Zd

f(u,v − j)M(du,dv), j ∈ Zd,

whereM is an SαS random measure on W×Zd with control measurem = ν⊗l on B(W×Zd)
where l is counting measure on Z

d. Also f ∈ Lα(W × Zd, ν ⊗ l). Let Box(L) = {j ∈ Zd ∶
∣j1∣ ≤ L, . . . , ∣jd∣ ≤ L} i.e., it is an L neighbourhood around the origin. Define

X(j,L) = ∫
W
∫
Zd

f(u,v − j)1W×Box(L)(w,v − j)M(du,dv) (4.1)

for all positive integer L. Define

Mn(L) =max{∣X(j,L)∣ ∶ j ∈ Box(n)} (4.2)

and Mn(L) =max{∣X(j,L)∣ ∶ j ∈ (2n + [n̺])e1 +Box([n̺])}. (4.3)

Fix L ∈ N. It is important to observe that, as an easy consequence of Theorem 4.3 in

[21], we have

1

(2n + 1)d/αMn(L)⇒ Y1(L),
where Y1(L) is a positive random variable with distribution function

P(Y1(L) ≤ y) = exp{ −CαK
α
X(L)y−α} (4.4)
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with

Kα
X(L) = ∫

W
sup

j∈Box(L)

∣f(w, j)∣αν(dw).

Similar facts lead to the observation that (2[n̺]+1)−d/αMn converges weakly to a random

variable with same distribution as that of Y1(L). It is important to note that for all

n ≥ 2L + 1, we have {X(j,L) ∶ j ∈ Box(n)} and {X(j,L) ∶ j ∈ (2n + [n̺])e1 +Box([n̺])}
are independent random vectors which follows from Theorem 3.5.3 in [24]. So Mn and

Mn are independent for all n ≥ 2L + 1. Combining these facts we get that

( 1

(2n + 1)d/αMn(L), 1

(2[n̺] + 1)d/αMn(L))⇒ (Y1(L), Y2(L))
where Y1(L) and Y2(L) are independently and identically distributed with law as specified

in (4.4). It is easy to see that as L→∞, KX(L) →KX. So we have

(Y1(L), Y2(L))⇒ (Y1, Y2)
as L →∞.

Now it only remains to show that for every fixed ǫ > 0,
lim
L→∞

lim sup
n→∞

P( 1

(2n + 1)d/α ∣Mn −Mn(L)∣ + 1

(2[n̺] + 1)̺d/α ∣Mn −Mn(L)∣ > ǫ) = 0. (4.5)

To show (4.5), it is enough to show that

lim
L→∞

lim sup
n→∞

P( 1

(2n + 1)d/α ∣Mn −Mn(L)∣ > ǫ/2) = 0.
Recall that

Bn = (∫
E

max
j∈Box(n)

∣f(w, j)∣αm(dw))1/α

and define a new probability measure ηn on E =W × Zd for every fixed n,

d ηn
dm
(w, j) = B−αn max

j∈Box(n)
∣f(w, j)∣α. (4.6)

Using Theorem 3.5.6 and Corollary 3.10.4 from [24], we know that for j ∈ Box(n),
X(j) d= C1/α

α

∞∑
i=1

εiΓ
−1/α
i f(U (n)i ,V

(n)
i − j), j ∈ Box(n),

where Cα is a constant as specified in (1.11), {εi ∶ i ≥ 1} is a collection of i.i.d. {±1}-valued
symmetric random variables, {Γi ∶ i ≥ 1} is the collection of arrival times of the unit rate

Poisson process and {(U (n)i ,V
(n)
i ) ∶ i ≥ 1} is a collection of i.i.d. E =W ×Zd-valued random
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variables with common law ηn for every fixed n. It is straight forward to check that

X(j,L) d= C1/α
α

∞∑
i=1

εiΓ
−1/α
i f(U (n)i ,V

(n)
i − j)1W×Box(L)(U (n)i ,V

(n)
i − j), j ∈ Box(n).

Now note that

max
j∈Box(n)

∣X(j)∣ − max
j∈Box(n)

∣X(j,L)∣
= max

j∈Box(n)
∣X(j,L)Γ−1/αi f(U (n)i ,V

(n)
i − j)

+C1/α
α

∞∑
i=1

εi1W×(Box(L))c(U (n)i ,V
(n)
i − j)∣ − max

j∈Box(n)
∣X(j,L)∣

≤ max
j∈Box(n)

∣C1/α
α

∞∑
i=1

εiΓ
−1/α
i f(U (n)i ,V

(n)
i − j)1W×(Box(L))c(U (n)i ,V

(n)
i − j)∣ (4.7)

where the last inequality follows from the fact that

max
j∈Zd
(aj + bj) ≤max

j∈Zd
aj +max

j∈Zd
bj

for two sequences {aj ∶ j ∈ Zd} and {bj ∶ j ∈ Zd} of positive real numbers. Also note that

max
j∈Box(n)

∣X(j)∣ − max
j∈Box(n)

∣X(j,L)∣
= max

j∈Box(n)
∣X(j)∣ − max

j∈Box(n)
∣X(j)

−C1/α
α

∞∑
i=1

εiΓ
−1/α
i f(U (n)i ,V

(n)
i − j)1W×(Box(L))c(U (n)i ,V

(n)
i − j)∣

≥ − max
j∈Box(n)

∣C1/α
α

∞∑
i=1

εiΓ
−1/α
i f(U (n)i ,V

(n)
i − j)1W×(Box(L))c(U (n)i ,V

(n)
i − j)∣ (4.8)

using the fact that any two sequence of real numbers {aj ∶ j ∈ Zd} and {bj ∶ j ∈ Zd} satisfy
the following inequality

max
j∈Zd
∣aj∣ −max

j∈Zd
∣aj − bj∣ ≥ −max

j∈Zd
∣bj∣.

Now combining the the upper bound in (4.7) and the lower bound obtained in (4.8),

we get that

∣ max
j∈Box(n)

∣X(j)∣ − max
j∈Box(n)

∣X(j,L)∣∣ ≤ max
j∈Box(n)

∣X(c)(j,L)∣,
where

X(c)(j,L) = C1/α
α

∞∑
i=1

εiΓ
−1/α
i f(U (n)i ,V

(n)
i − j)1W×(Box(L))c(U (n)i ,V

(n)
i − j).
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It is easy to verify that {X(c)(j,L) ∶ j ∈ Box(n)} is a stationary SαS random field which

admits mixed moving average representation. Hence we can again use Theorem 4.3 in [21],

to get that

1

(2n + 1)d/α max
j∈Box(n)

∣X(c)(j,L)∣⇒ C1/α
α K

(c)
X
(L)Zα,

where Zα is a Frechet random variable with distribution function

P(Zα < x) = e−x−α

and

K
(c)
X
(L) = ∫

W
sup

j∈Zd∖Box(L)

∣f(w, j)∣αν(dw).
Finally we have that

lim sup
n→∞

P ((2n + 1)−d/α ∣Mn −Mn(L)∣ > ǫ/2)
= lim sup

n→∞
P((2n + 1)−d/α∣ max

j∈Box(n)
∣X(j)∣ − max

j∈Box(n)
∣X(j,L)∣∣ > ǫ/2)

≤ lim sup
n→∞

P((2n + 1)−d/α max
j∈Box(n)

∣X(c)(j,L)∣ > ǫ/2)
= P(C1/α

α K
(c)
X
(L)Zα > ǫ/2). (4.9)

It is easy to see that as L →∞, K
(c)
X
(L) → 0 and hence the expression in (4.9) vanishes.

This completes the proof of (4.5).

4.2 Proof of Theorem 2.3

From the fact that {d−1n Mn} and {dnM−1
n } are tight sequences, it follows using stationarity

that {(d([n̺]))−1Mn} and {d([n̺])M−1
n } are tight sequences, where d(n) ∶= dn. Note that

as a product of two tight sequences,

d([n̺])
dn

Mn

Mn

(4.10)

is also a tight sequence of random variables. Observe that

d([n̺])
d(n) ∼ n(d/α−η)(̺−1)

L([nρ])
L(n)

as n→∞, Note also that

Tn = (2[n̺] + 1
2n + 1 )

d/α
Mn

Mn

14



∼ nd/α(̺−1)Mn

Mn

∼ L(n)
L([n̺])nη(̺−1) d([n̺])

d(n)
Mn

Mn

,

from which the result follows because (4.10) is tight and

L(n)
L([n̺])nη(̺−1) → 0

using Potter bounds (see, e.g. Resnick(1987)).
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